
 

WORDS FOR THE NEW DAWN – April 2010 

 

At last it's spring.  I love the sense of new life breaking out of the darkness of winter 

everywhere you turn.  The new shoots appearing on the trees and shrubs are driven out of 

the dormant twigs and branches with the immense power of new life.  If you take a moment 

to stop and gently cup your hand around a stem of new growth and become very silent and 

focused, you will be able to feel the energy bursting forth.  It is in every sense of the word - 

awesome! I have not experienced a Spring in Santa Fe before, so for me it is a brand new 

kind of Spring.  There are the basics, tulips and daffodils, but there are also the flowering 

Junipers, the cacti awakening from their winter sleep.  And the bunnies.  There are 

thousands of bunnies.  As this Spring awakening combines with the great shifting planetary 

energies that began with the Haitian Earthquake many people are becoming aware that  

something new is birthing within our hearts.   

 

Suddenly, as I write this, I remember a Spring day when I was about ten years old. I was in 

my Uncle Joe's garden. It was a lush Northern California garden, and Uncle Joe was giving 

me a painting lesson. We stood side by side in front of our easels dabbing the thick rich oil 

paint onto the tight-stretched canvases. I don't think I was very good, but that's not what I 

remember most. Rather I remember the tender way that Uncle Joe supported and 

encouraged me. Now, as I think back on that moment that has been buried in my memory 

for decades, I feel blessed to have had my creativity nurtured so sweetly. Perhaps I have 

always sub-consciously sensed this connection to my creativity and nurturing from my Uncle 

Joe on Spring days.  

 

We all have some buried moments that have nurtured us even though we aren't able to 

remember them. I had never remembered that moment until today. More often I remember 

not having my creativity nurtured. But now, that I have had this glimpse into that Spring 

day so long ago, I can return to it again and again to nurture myself and my current 

creative efforts. 

 

What are your sweet feelings or memories around Spring? Might I suggest you take some 

time in the next couple of weeks to sit with that question and see what pops up, because 

this is such a powerful time. It is the time for us open to the gentle power within our hearts. 

This will help us connect to our true brilliance, so that we can begin to create new ways of 

being and expressing our purpose and our passion.  

 

With love, light and Springtime, 

Barbara 

FINDING YOUR PASSION IN THE NEW 

PARADIGM 
 
As we get closer and closer to 2012 the planetary energies are 

shifting faster and faster and with more and more intensity.  If 

you're feeling a bit, or perhaps a great deal, out of balance, 

emotionally, psychologically, and/or physically, nine chances 



out of ten this is what is precipitating it. Your nervous system and your adrenal glands may 

seem shot, and they probably are. The stress of these Earth changes are extremely 

stressful.  Doing the 8.8 Meditation that I sent out last month, and am sending out again 

this month will help tremendously to help you balance and align with the ever heightening 

vibration of the planet.   

 

There is a silver lining in all of this of which you have probably already become aware. As 

these shifts happen within us, they are helping us shake off a lot of old patterns and 

programing. And as that happens we are getting glimpses of new and exciting ways of living 

our lives. This is a extremely important aspect of the entire process, because as the Mother 

Earth realigns with the higher vibration, our culture must vibrate at a higher level 

too. Therefore, all of the institutions of the culture must reorganize. Some won't be able to 

make the shift into the higher vibration, so many will fall by the wayside. And 

simultaneously others will emerge to fill those spaces.  

 

Each one of us has some remarkable talent or gift that is needed to create the new 

organizations and institutions or to help transform the old ones. So, as you experience the 

discomfort of the changes, also put your attention on the spaces that are opening in your 

awareness -- spaces that are opening up to connect you to your passion or purpose in the 

new paradigm. You may suddenly remember that you use to paint a little in college, or 

wonder what ever happened to an old friend, or you may pull your guitar out of the back of 

the closet. Pay attention to these impulses. Follow up on them and explore where they are 

leading you. Allow yourself to follow the thread without directing it. That is, get out of your 

head and listen to your heart.  

 

Get together with friends and begin talking and sharing your journeys and your discovery. 

Work one-on-one with inspired teachers and visionaries.  Go to workshops that help you 

open to your purpose or passion.   

 

My partner, John Miller, and I are giving just such a workshop here in Santa Fe this coming 

Sunday. And you are, of course, invited to attend if you live in the area. (SEE BELOW FOR 

DETAILS) We will be giving these workshops in the future in other areas. If you're 

interested in having us in your area please get in touch with us. Barbara and John 

 

In the meantime, try to put more and more of your attention on the creative impulses that 

the planetary shifts are creating in your consciousness, and less and less attention on the 

discomfort. This will eventually serve you brilliantly.   

You are the new paradigm.  Open your heart and feel it.  Believe it.  

Be it.   

THE 8.8 MEDITATION   

Close your eyes.  Take a few deep breaths. And feel yourself held and supported by the 

chair and by the floor beneath your feet.  Relax a little deeper and let yourself become 

aware that you are being held, not only by the chair, but in the arms of the Divine Mother.  

Let yourself relax into her great embrace.  Feel Her loving you, caring for you, supporting 

you, and honoring you.  Open you heart and let in this immense love.  Now, experience that 

you are surrounded by the Divine Father.  Feel Him protecting you, believing in you, 

championing you, and loving you.  Open you heart and experience this immense love.  

Become aware as the Divine Mother (Earth) and the Divine Father (Heaven) come together 

within you in Sacred Marriage. Experience being embraced in this perfect love.   



  

Now focus your awareness in your solar plexus  

chakra and think of lighting a golden sun here. Think of sending the 

golden light out through all of the nerves in your body and up into 

and through the neurons of your brain. Sit for a few moments and 

allow the golden light to transmute the anxiety within your nervous 

system into healing and peace.  

 

Next feel yourself harmonizing with the Great Mother Earth and her 

nervous system and think of allowing your inner awareness to align with the new higher 

vibration. Now send the golden light into your adrenal glands, which sit right on top of your 

kidneys, for recharging. Sit with this for a few minutes.  

 

Now, allow your awareness to drift into the spaces that are opening up between the 

molecules of light. Gently make it your intention to become aware of some clue or hint that 

will take you to the next step on your purpose journey.  Put your focus again on the light 

and trust that sometime in the near future you will get the information that you need.  

 

You can end the meditation by chanting the following mantra.  
 

MANTRA  

I am the love. I am the light. I am the love. I am the light.  
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time in the next couple of weeks to sit with that question and see what pops up, because 

this is such a powerful time. It is the time for us open to the gentle power within our hearts. 

This will help us connect to our true brilliance, so that we can begin to create new ways of 

being and expressing our purpose and our passion.  

 

With love, light and Springtime, 

Barbara 

FINDING YOUR PASSION IN THE NEW 

PARADIGM 
 
As we get closer and closer to 2012 the planetary energies are 

shifting faster and faster and with more and more intensity.  If 

you're feeling a bit, or perhaps a great deal, out of balance, 

emotionally, psychologically, and/or physically, nine chances 



out of ten this is what is precipitating it. Your nervous system and your adrenal glands may 

seem shot, and they probably are. The stress of these Earth changes are extremely 

stressful.  Doing the 8.8 Meditation that I sent out last month, and am sending out again 

this month will help tremendously to help you balance and align with the ever heightening 

vibration of the planet.   

 

There is a silver lining in all of this of which you have probably already become aware. As 

these shifts happen within us, they are helping us shake off a lot of old patterns and 

programing. And as that happens we are getting glimpses of new and exciting ways of living 

our lives. This is a extremely important aspect of the entire process, because as the Mother 

Earth realigns with the higher vibration, our culture must vibrate at a higher level 

too. Therefore, all of the institutions of the culture must reorganize. Some won't be able to 

make the shift into the higher vibration, so many will fall by the wayside. And 

simultaneously others will emerge to fill those spaces.  

 

Each one of us has some remarkable talent or gift that is needed to create the new 

organizations and institutions or to help transform the old ones. So, as you experience the 

discomfort of the changes, also put your attention on the spaces that are opening in your 

awareness -- spaces that are opening up to connect you to your passion or purpose in the 

new paradigm. You may suddenly remember that you use to paint a little in college, or 

wonder what ever happened to an old friend, or you may pull your guitar out of the back of 

the closet. Pay attention to these impulses. Follow up on them and explore where they are 

leading you. Allow yourself to follow the thread without directing it. That is, get out of your 

head and listen to your heart.  

 

Get together with friends and begin talking and sharing your journeys and your discovery. 

Work one-on-one with inspired teachers and visionaries.  Go to workshops that help you 

open to your purpose or passion.   

 

My partner, John Miller, and I are giving just such a workshop here in Santa Fe this coming 

Sunday. And you are, of course, invited to attend if you live in the area. (SEE BELOW FOR 

DETAILS) We will be giving these workshops in the future in other areas. If you're 

interested in having us in your area please get in touch with us. Barbara and John 

 

In the meantime, try to put more and more of your attention on the creative impulses that 

the planetary shifts are creating in your consciousness, and less and less attention on the 

discomfort. This will eventually serve you brilliantly.   

You are the new paradigm.  Open your heart and feel it.  Believe it.  

Be it.   

THE 8.8 MEDITATION   

Close your eyes.  Take a few deep breaths. And feel yourself held and supported by the 

chair and by the floor beneath your feet.  Relax a little deeper and let yourself become 

aware that you are being held, not only by the chair, but in the arms of the Divine Mother.  

Let yourself relax into her great embrace.  Feel Her loving you, caring for you, supporting 

you, and honoring you.  Open you heart and let in this immense love.  Now, experience that 

you are surrounded by the Divine Father.  Feel Him protecting you, believing in you, 

championing you, and loving you.  Open you heart and experience this immense love.  

Become aware as the Divine Mother (Earth) and the Divine Father (Heaven) come together 

within you in Sacred Marriage. Experience being embraced in this perfect love.   



  

Now focus your awareness in your solar plexus  

chakra and think of lighting a golden sun here. Think of sending the 

golden light out through all of the nerves in your body and up into 

and through the neurons of your brain. Sit for a few moments and 

allow the golden light to transmute the anxiety within your nervous 

system into healing and peace.  

 

Next feel yourself harmonizing with the Great Mother Earth and her 

nervous system and think of allowing your inner awareness to align with the new higher 

vibration. Now send the golden light into your adrenal glands, which sit right on top of your 

kidneys, for recharging. Sit with this for a few minutes.  

 

Now, allow your awareness to drift into the spaces that are opening up between the 

molecules of light. Gently make it your intention to become aware of some clue or hint that 

will take you to the next step on your purpose journey.  Put your focus again on the light 

and trust that sometime in the near future you will get the information that you need.  

 

You can end the meditation by chanting the following mantra.  
 

MANTRA  

I am the love. I am the light. I am the love. I am the light.  
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